
COMPLAINT ACTIVITY REPORT  Case # 588063 BBB of Los Angeles and Silicon Valley 

Consumer Info: Fletcher, Andrew Business Info: First American Home Warranty Corporation
1005 Yale Ave.   PO Box 8030 
Modesto, CA  95350 Canoga Park, CA  91309-8030
       - 209 613-9400 800 992-3400
mangoandy@gmail.com

Location Involved: (Same as above)

Consumer's Original Complaint :
The length of time and process it took to repair an emergency water leak in my home.
For a detail accounting, please see: http://www.themangotimes.com/firstamerican

In summary, I discovered a water leak in a wall on 11/18/17. I turned off the hot water to my home and opened an online claim with First American 
Warranty. It took two attempts to get a plumber dispatched.
On 11/22/17, Golden State Plumbing (Jimmy) was dispatched and diagnosed the problem and submitted it to First American for repair.
On 11/27/17, Claim was denied.  2nd opinion requested by First American Warranty.
On 11/29/17, 2nd plumber (Ability Access Plumbing) dispatched. Same opinion provided. Repair ordered. Access to wall was made by Ability Access 
plumbing company. They notify First American warranty that repair is necessary.
On 12/1/17, Performance Electric drywall company failed to contact me for wall repair. First American notifies me that Performance Electric does not 
repair drywall. Why were they dispatched?
On 12/1/17, Ability Access Plumbing is then dispatched to determine the extent of the repair, but they are the plumber that made the hole in the wall. 
They do not need to return to see the hole. They made the access hole.
On 12/7/17, Ability Access Plumbing returns to look at the access hole they had made previously in the drywall and determines what is necessary to 
repair hole. They submit the claim to First American
On 12/7/17, I contact First American asking for this to be expedited. I am told by Sonja, that they need to wait for the claim from Ability Access Plumbing 
to arrive.
On 12/8/17, I contact First American asking for an update. Leave detailed message with Valerie George asking for explanation.
On 12/8/17, Valerie George leaves a message asking if the repair has been made?
On 12/11/17, I contact First American by web and voicemail asking for an update and notifying Valerie George that a)the repair has not been made, b)I 
left a detailed voicemail explaining all of this, and c)asking for a solution.
On 12/11/17, Valerie George leaves a message saying the repair is approved to be made.

My complaint is that initially the plumber on 11/22/17 detailed everything that needed to be done. That diagnosis/solution was denied. A subsequent 
diagnosis was agreed upon and completed, but did not include wall repair. It has taken nearly a month to solve a problem that could have been solved in 
less than a week.

It wasn't until I spoke up that I was assigned a customer representative. Until then, it was call and complain to unnamed "customer service" reps that 
added to delayed responses. I asked for managers to respond and it went no where.

This is not just a complaint of frustration, but practice and the necessity of having the customer push to get contracted work initiated and completed. 
 

Consumer's Desired Resolution:
At this point, I would consider an acceptable resolution to move outside of what is allowed for in my contract.1. Pipe repair (it's already done)2. Wall 
repair to original (the contract calls for a rough finish).3. An expedited repair (no more delays)Due to the unfortunate delays and lack of follow-through I 
was given by multiple "customer service" agents in this company, I feel an acceptable resolution would be a finished repair that puts my wall back to a 
finished state. Not a rough finish, but a textured/painted finish.

BBB Processing 

12/11/2017   web BBB Case Received by BBB
12/11/2017   web BBB Case Reviewed by BBB - Member
12/11/2017   Otto EMAIL Send Acknowledgement to Consumer
12/11/2017   Otto EMAIL Notify Business of Dispute - Member
12/12/2017   BBB MORE INFO RECEIVED FROM THE CONSUMER : After contacting First American on 12/11/17 to complain 
about the length of time this repair has taken and their procedure of multiple subcontractors, I was contacted by First American Warranty on 12/11/17 to 
notify me that my repair has been approved.

Appointment for repair has been made, but not completed. I will update once completed.
12/14/2017   BBB MORE INFO RECEIVED FROM THE CONSUMER : ***Document Attached***

Update 12/13/17: Drywall repair on 2 of the 3 holes made in my wall. It's confusing, but the third hole was caused by the initial 
plumber First American sent to my house (Golden State Plumbing) when they diagnosed the water leak. This was not included in the 2nd plumber 
(Ability Access) repair or notes. 

I have contacted my new customer service rep: Carlotta Roberts to notify her about the problem.
I have a photo included which explains the issue.

12/21/2017   WEB BBB RECEIVE BUSINESS RESPONSE : First American Home Warranty Corporation (First American) apologizes for 
any inconvenience the consumer may have experienced during the handling of their claim. First American's records indicate the consumer placed a 
claim on November 18, 2017, for a water leak located in the wall. First American dispatched Golden State Plumbing Service, Incorporated (Golden 
State) who reported a water leak coming from inside the garage wall. That same day, First American dispatched Ability Access Plumbing and Rooter 
(Ability Access) as a second opinion. Please be advised, First American may obtain a second opinion per the consumers home warranty contract under 
Limits of Liability, Number Ten:

"Company may obtain a second opinion." 
Ability Access reported the copper line coming from the circulation pump needed to be replaced because it was cracked which was 



causing a leak. First American authorized the repairs which were completed on November 29, 2017. In addition, Ability Access completed the rough 
patch for two of the access holes on December 13, 2017. Please be advised, an appointment is scheduled for December 21, 2017 to complete the rough 
patch of the third hole. First American is unable to honor the consumer's request to paint and texturize the wall to its original state because First 
American is responsible to return the opening to a rough finish according to the consumer's home warranty contract under Plumbing, Note:

"COMPANY IS ONLY RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ACCESS FOR COVERED PLUMBING REPAIRS THROUGH 
UNOBSTRUCTED WALLS, FLOORS OR CEILINGS AND WILL RETURN THE OPENING TO A ROUGH FINISH."

First American considers this claim pending. 
12/21/2017   AEC EMAIL Forward Business response to Consumer
12/23/2017   WEB BBB DISPUTE RESOLVED- WITH LETTER : (The consumer indicated he/she ACCEPTED the response from the 
business.)

I accept the response from First American Warranty and the outcome of my complaint,with the following comments:
1. Thanks to the BBB for their action on my behalf. They were able to get a response from FAHW to my complaint. As I look back on 

the month of damage and delayed repair to my home, I don't believe it should have required a formal complaint through outside channels, but I am glad 
to see this process worked.

2. I am still disappointed in the response from First American Warranty. As I sit on the renewal policy for my home warranty, I can't 
help but reflect how FAHW had the opportunity to earn back a customer. After several missed opportunities to respond and act swiftly, this was one more 
chance to choose the customer over their policies and to make amends for an unnecessary delay and inconvenience they put on thier client/homeowner. 
This was an opportunity to quickly resolve a simple problem and go "the extra mile" to repair a fractured business relationship.

At this point, the leak was repaired. The wall was patched. I will still be hiring a drywall/painting company to finish the work that was 
left unfinished. I will also shred the invoice for my renewal contract and continue to warn people to avoid a company who values business policies over 
business relationships.


